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Abstract

Shortened product life cycles and globalization have induced dynamism and uncertainty into world markets. Hence manufacturing enterprises (MEs) can gain competitive advantage from being reconfigurable. But appropriate application of agile and lean Manufacturing philosophies must complement the application of reconfiguration techniques. However, choosing and applying the best philosophies and techniques are far from being well understood and well structured processes because most MEs deploy complex and unique configurations of processes and resource systems, and seek economies of scope and scale in respect of a number of distinctive product flows. It follows that systematic methods of achieving model driven configuration of component based manufacturing systems are required to design, engineer and change next generation MEs. This paper discusses research aimed at developing and prototyping a model-driven environment for the design, optimization and control of reconfigurable manufacturing enterprises with an embedded capability to handle various types of change. The developed environment supports the engineering of common types of strategic, tactical and operational process found in many MEs. Also reported are initial findings of manufacturing case study work in which coherent multi-perspective models of a specific ME have facilitated process reengineering and associated resource system configuration. The paper outlines key areas for future research including the need for research into unified modelling approaches and interoperation of partial models in support of complex organisation design and change (OD&C).
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1. Introduction

Significant change is ongoing in environments in which modern MEs must operate competitively. This has induced a need for faster, better and cheaper production. Quick and timely responses of various production system types are vital for MEs to remain competitive.

One key common response is for MEs to have a broadened product portfolio. But to compete they must deploy an effective and change capable set of human and technical resource systems. Also because of falling product lifetimes and growing customisation requirements the deployment of these resource systems will increasingly need to give rise to economies of scope and mass customization [1]. For many companies around the world, staying in business necessitates:

- meeting specific customer requirements innovatively and effectively
reducing the time-to-market of products

manufacturing quality products at competitive cost.

The present day customer typically imposes constraints on MEs via their specific and changing quantity, quality, cost and delivery product and service demands. The implications of this customer focus are that; time to market is shortening, products are tailored to meet a breadth of customer needs, and demand is variable [2,3,4]. However, MEs cannot simply respond by deploying new processes and resources. Generally they need also to re-deploy (i.e. re-configure and re-integrate) their use of existing processes and resources such that they can respond competitively to the ongoing business dynamic created by the specific and changing demands of their customer base. The identification of methods by which manufacturing improvements can be achieved is ongoing and has led to a range of approaches in recent years including Lean and Agile Manufacturing. In addition, progressive improvements to information system capabilities continues to offer the belief that significantly improved support for effective decision making can be achieved [5,6].

Hence it has been observed that modern manufacturing systems must be; flexible/agile, reactive, integrated, and cost efficient [3]. It also follows that ME personnel must have (individual and collective) in-depth understandings about specific processes and resource systems and that these processes must be flexible enough to change whenever the need rises. The complexity of manufacturing systems is reaching that of many natural (e.g. economic and political) systems, thus ongoing re-design and re-engineering of such systems require the use of systematic approaches which deploy various types of system model to understand current and possible future behaviours and to inform systems engineering decision making.

2. Need for reconfigurable model driven manufacturing systems

Business process analyses, aided by the use of Enterprise Modelling and Integration (EM&I) techniques, has potential to reduce the risks and increase chances of realising successful business process operation and interoperation. It also has potential to enable organisations to capitalise knowledge and react to change effectively and efficiently. Systematic decomposition and analysis of complex systems is possible with the aid of supporting EM & I architectures, approaches and tools.

However realising the potential of EM & I technologies gives rise to far from trivial problems. The skill with which EM & I technologies are used in conjunction with other modelling technologies such as Simulation Modelling (SM) and IT systems engineering technologies, will determine the extent to which benefits of improved ME systems design and interoperation can in practice be realised. For example the models developed using these various technologies need themselves to be reconfigurable and interoperable in order to synchronise their development and deployment within targeted change-capable environments.

There have been recent advancements to extend the coverage of public domain open systems architectures and to bridge the gap between static modelling and dynamic or simulation modelling. Such enhancements include Rahimifard and Weston’s enhanced use of EM and SM techniques [7], Chatha’s E-PM [8], and Monfared’s approach [9] which has been developed at MSI Research Institute. It is noted that Computer Integrated Manufacturing Open Systems Architecture (CIMOSA) [4] has been central to most of the developments referenced here. A natural focus of these modelling efforts has been to make the models ‘live’ and responsive to the upcoming rapid changes. Here the idea is to have modelled and real elements of complex and changing sets of processes (and their underlying resource systems) interoperate in a readily integrated and change capable manner which satisfies specific dynamic requirements of the business environment in which the processes are used.

During recent times technological innovation has induced very significant change in industry. It has also impacted significantly on the way that manufacturing enterprises (MEs) operate and compete with each other. In general MEs are very complex entities: designed, managed and changed by people and their designed systems; to realise people and system requirements; by deploying technological resources in systematic, timely and innovative ways that generate competitive behaviours. Because typically MEs have multi purposes and stakeholders it is difficult to decide how best to develop the technological systems they deploy and it is difficult to change them rapidly and in ways that enhance overall ME competitive behaviours. Whereas comparatively it will be simpler, easier and faster to design and realise change in systems with a single well defined purpose and small set of
stakeholders. Hence there is a great need to seek to deploy decomposition principles aimed at breaking down complex systems into readily understood and reusing technical building blocks; which can be used as interoperating ‘components’ (or modules) of wider scope and complex MEs that can be reconfigured as requirements change.

Globalisation is one outcome from technological innovation within MEs. With sufficient resources, many entrepreneurs can now physically or virtually relocate themselves and their products (knowledge, experience, ideas and artefacts) to various locations around the globe. This has enabled knowledge sharing on a worldwide basis and globalisation of technical systems. Hence many MEs now take the form of an appropriate configuration of less complex entities with a global reach as a result.

The research reported in this paper builds upon previous research in MSI Research Institute to achieve an enhanced and synergistic use of enterprise modelling, simulation modelling, causal loop modelling and workflow modelling in support of the ongoing configuration and interoperation of manufacturing systems. These techniques come from different origins and potentially can support the creation and use of different types of model. However there is little reported in the literature on (1) their complementary capabilities, and (2) their collective use so as to provide semantically rich models that can support numerous aspects of ME design and change. Hence in recent years the present authors and their research colleagues have conceived, incrementally developed and case study tested a set of unifying concepts and methods.

The new approach to creating configurable and interoperable manufacturing systems assumes a need for process oriented thinking when designing present day configurable organisations and that various modelling technologies are required in support of organisation design and enactment. Hence, an overall research aim is to develop a model-based unified environment, which lends structure to and supports multi-perspective decision making involved in organisation design and enactment. The scope of research found to be necessary to satisfy this need encompassed:

- Understanding the nature and role of processes in manufacturing organisations;
- Achieving semantically rich process modelling within the broader context of enterprise modelling decomposition principles;
- Unification of a number of state of the art modelling techniques.

On completion of this research the following main deliverables are being delivered and case study tested on a progressively comprehensive and improved basis:

1. a methodology including modelling stages, concepts and methods for capturing relevant aspects of organisations, and techniques and tools that can be deployed to develop unified models of processes, work flows and their needed resource system;

2. a unified modelling framework and modelling concepts that describes those aspects of an enterprise that need to be understood and captured while modelling processes so that various models of these aspects can interoperate in respect of current and possible future ME compositions.

3. A model-driven approach in support of reconfigurable manufacturing systems

The modelling approaches have significant roles to play in enabling decision making in dynamic manufacturing organisations. Analysis of business processes aided by Enterprise Modelling and Integration (EM&I) can reduce risks and increase chances of implementing successful business processes. Business process thinking can also enable organisations to capitalise knowledge so that they can react by changing operations in an effective, efficient and timely manner. Systematic decomposition and analysis of complex systems is possible with the aid of supporting architectures and by using complementary modelling techniques which can include Enterprise Modelling (EM), Causal Loop Modelling (CLM), Simulation Modelling (SM) and Work Flow Modelling (WfM) [10]. The models of ME processes, resource systems and workflows created need themselves to be reconfigurable and interoperable in order to synchronise between virtual and real elements of processes and systems that need to interoperate within dynamic (often uncertain) environments [11]. In principle, by achieving a unification of different modelling approaches new opportunities will arise to make the models live and responsive to upcoming but ‘yet to be determined’ rapid changes [11].
This paper describes a systematic approach to creating coherent sets of unified models that can interoperate to replicate and predict changing organisational behaviours in support of reconfigurable manufacturing systems. The modelling approach used to support reconfigurable manufacturing systems is illustrated in Fig. 1.
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**Fig. 1. A model driven approach in support of reconfigurable manufacturing systems**

The purpose of this section is to describe how a simulation modelling methodology was developed to computer execute models of manufacturing systems under different configurations. This methodology is centred on simulation modelling but uses a combination of enterprise and simulation modelling techniques to create a coherent set of models that can structure and inform:

- Understanding of the problem domain;
- Development of conceptual model in relation to problem domain;
- Information and data collection;
- AS-IS model building for present configuration;
- TO-BE model building for different configurations;
- Verification and validation of models;
- Experimental work and analysis based upon key performance indicators (KPIs) leading to system selection.

A set of computer and manual simulation technologies and systems are used to simulate the problem scenarios and provide suitable interface to users. The subscript packages were used for simulation purposes:

- SIMUL8®
- Plant Simulation®
- iThink®
- MS Visio®
- CIMOSA Diagramming Templates
- Causal Loops

The interfaces enables the user to:

- Capture requirements data;
- Input data into the model;
- Reconfigure a simulation model to meet various specified needs;
- Conduct various experiments based upon different scenarios;
- Collect results and
- Conduct analysis of results.

4. Case Study

The case study company (referred to as ABC onwards) is a furniture manufacturing SME with 50
employees. It operates primarily within the UK but has European suppliers of raw material. It manufactures over 300 different furniture products from pine wood; including a range of tables, cabinets, beds, wardrobes and other furniture items that are designed for house hold and business users. The application of a number of different reconfiguration concepts is being investigated at ABC. A coherent set of enterprise and simulation models were created to explicitly represent and computer execute behaviours of ABC’s business processes, (human and technical) resource systems and dynamic patterns of multi-product workflows.

Reduction in lead time (and in effect throughput time) is one of the key performance indicators in engineering of a reconfigurable manufacturing system. The current system was analysed for future implementation of a hybrid Make-To-Stock (MTS) / Assemble-To-Order (ATO) system. When populated order behaviours are available, the predictability of orders is better achievable using forecasting methods. Such a MTS/ATO system is practicable in environments where standard parts are available to assemble using postponement approach. With product (re)design, it is achievable to make standard parts which are partially driven by MTS strategy and partly by ATO strategy. Implementation of a hybrid MTS/ATO system needs better product and process (re)design, availability of stock, availability of Bill of Material (BOM) data, availability of forecasted orders, commonality of parts (standardisation of parts or modularisation) and better supplier relationships.

Provided these supports are available, reduction in lead time is achievable which leads to customer satisfaction and then may result in an increased frequency of orders. All above-mentioned factors enhance the chances of success rate of implementation of hybrid MTS/ATO system.

Enterprise and simulation models were developed in order to enable decision making about ME possible selection of an improved PPC strategy which could make this assembly process segment (and its underlying resource systems) become more configurable and interoperable. Fig. 1 shows ME modelling approach (based on using enterprise and simulation models) which was adopted in order to enable improved decision making in ABC. The case study and exemplary models have been presented in further detail in [12] for an example of PPC strategy realisation.

It was noted that the combined use of EM and SM techniques helped to gain in depth understanding about the ABC’s production methods, their shortcomings and possible ways of improvements. Such reconfiguration decision making supports OD&C process. There is a need to develop methods and technologies for unified modelling and interoperation of partial models in support of complex OD&C. The future research also relate to the use and updating of enterprise and simulation models. Table 1 summarizes key existing ABC approaches, authors’ observations and proposed strategies related to reconfiguration.

Table 1
Summary of observations and proposed reconfiguration strategies in ABC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Production Strategies</th>
<th>Existing ABC Scenario</th>
<th>Observations</th>
<th>Proposed strategies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PPC Hierarchy</td>
<td>❑ No aggregate planning based on forecasting</td>
<td>❑ No visibility of order behaviour ❑ Slow to react</td>
<td>❑ Needs forecasting ❑ Historical data analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer Order Decoupling</td>
<td>❑ Make to Order (MTO)</td>
<td>❑ Majority of production starts with order arrival</td>
<td>❑ Assemble to order ❑ Inclusion of Postponement theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Push vs. Pull System</td>
<td>❑ Push system</td>
<td>❑ Longer lead time</td>
<td>❑ Pull system where possible ❑ Production based upon commonality of parts ❑ Parts standardisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production Scheduling</td>
<td>❑ Accumulated order list due to logistic constraints</td>
<td>❑ High variety induced in system bottleneck</td>
<td>❑ Break up of job list by removing the constraint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production Sequencing</td>
<td>❑ First In First Out (FIFO) ❑ Minimum set up time</td>
<td>❑ Does not reflect global objectives ❑ Does not take into account overall lead time performance across Assembly Shop and ABC</td>
<td>❑ Adoption of dynamic sequencing rules ❑ Minimum number of remaining operations ❑ Minimum remaining process time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Conclusions

This paper discusses research aimed at developing and prototyping a model-driven environment for the design, optimization and control of enterprises with an embedded capability to handle various types of change in different production configurations. The developed environment supports the engineering of common types of strategic, tactical and operational process found in many MEs. Also reported are initial findings of manufacturing case study work in which coherent multi-perspective models of a specific ME have facilitated process reengineering and associated resource system configuration and interoperation. It follows that systematic methods of achieving model driven configuration and interoperation of component based manufacturing systems are required to design, engineer and change next generation MEs. The basis of a systematic approach to creating coherent sets of unified models that facilitate the engineering of reconfigurable system is described. A summary of observations and proposed configuration strategies have been presented in the paper which supported model-driven reconfiguration of manufacturing systems. The paper has identified key areas for future research which relates to the use and updating of enterprise and simulation models.
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